DigiOmmel & Co. restored and digitized over 70 EIAJ open-reel video tape recordings for the Finnish
National Opera. To prepare and process a relatively large quantities of video tapes within
reasonable amount of time, we employed some innovative concepts and methods, outlined in this
article.

The first step to transfer half-inch EIAJ-1 video tape recordings was to prepare the tapes so that they
became playable on a VTR, with minimal risk of harming the recorded audio and video signals in the
process. The batch included tapes made by, or branded as BASF, Memorex, Sanyo, and Scotch (3M).
The only notable distinction was BASF’s chromium dioxide formulation tape without anti-static carboncoated back side.
After preliminary examination, we put the unboxed reels in an incubation oven to remove the stickyshed syndrome from the tapes. Tape reels were laid horizontally in the oven, timed to let the warm-up
phase start from room temperature, then gradually rising to 56.0 °C. When the oven switched off, the
reels slowly returned to room temperature while inside the oven.
Old EIAJ tapes have developed very different degree of stickiness, even within the same brand. For
most tapes, a four to six-hour warm-up session was sufficient to reduce stickiness to an insignificant
level. However, some tapes required additional 3 to 5 hour warming session.

Figure 1. Tape reels placed in the oven.

Figure 2. Mold on the tape pack.

A growth of mold patches were found in about 25 percent of the reels. Whitish mold flakes were
carefully removed in the pre-process stage as they must not get between the tape video heads moving
at high velocity.
Countermeasures for substandard tape signal
When starting to process this collection, it was noticed that the video RF carrier signal level of almost
every tape measured 50 to 60 % lower than in some other tapes of the same brand, but recorded on a
different VTR! The signal reduction had occurred at the recording VTR, as its video head recording
current had not been optimized. (see Fig. 3). Insufficient tape signal adds noise to the replayed image
and raises random video jitter in the off-tape line sync signal, causing disturbances to VTR servo
circuits.

Figure 3. Reduced video tape replay signal, caused by
insufficient recording current.

To resolve the problem of reduced tape signals, our primary transfer VTR was furnished with electrical
modifications, such as video head preamp rewiring and improving the preamp input stage gain/noise
performance. Incidentally, our regular Sony AV-3620 could not return acceptable image quality from
most of these tapes.
Tracking and threading errors
EIAJ VTRs are notorious for unstable video head tracking due to the machine’s somewhat antiquated
servo system, video head cylinder surface structure and, of course, significantly increased tape friction
(stickiness). So, it can be very challenging to maintain stable tracking (image stability) during replay
runs.

Figure 4. Some typical modes of video head mistracking.

Figure 5. This tape could not be replayed correctly.

Controlled image resizing
In analog, 2-head helical-scan VTRs, the video head switchover has to take place before vertical field
blanking period, to avoid frequent sync errors. Depending on the VTR format, the switching point is set
at 5 to 8 lines before the field sync pulse. The SW point is not visible on ordinary TV or video monitor
screens, but certainly shows on every computer screen as horizontally weaving and flickering noise
stripe in the bottom of the image.
The noise stripe is rendered invisible by ‘overscan’ technique. At capture, or post-processing, the
image is first expanded vertically by about 2 %, and resampled back to standard image height of 576pixels (CCIR). However, resampling is a lossy process that reduces vertical image resolution if applied
excessively.
Although EIAJ format SW point is specified at 8 lines before field sync pulse, it can ‘wander’ at more
than 20 lines above the FSP in old video recordings (see Fig.7). In such cases, part of the switching
noise may remain in the image, even after overscanning. To avoid tedious cropping, resizing and
resampling the video image by more than 2 percent, we set the SW point in our transfer VTR 9 lines
before FSP, just above the bottom of the active image raster.

Figure 6. The switching point is up to 25lines above V sync
pulse, requiring about 4.3 % overscan to remove SW noise
stripe from the image.

Sparing the ‘head hours’
With ‘defunct’ VTR formats, the operator is likely to have a limited number of head and cylinder
‘hours’ at his/her disposal. Therefore, wasting the primary transfer machine’s remaining head hours by
winding tapes back and forth is not advised.
When processing large batches of video tapes, one should refrain from using the primary transfer
machine for anything other than transferring the tapes. There are good reasons for this: At rewind
mode, video head tips scan the tapes at full speed causing additional wear. Also, the abrasion due to
tapes sliding across head cylinder surface, especially its upper section, should be avoided (see EIAJ VTR
Restoration Part1).

Speeding up the process
After the warm-up was completed, each tape was wound and rewound on a reel to reel audio
recorder, modified for ½-inch tape widths. Such a secondary machine may be used for analyzing,
cleaning and pre-conditioning tapes that remained untouched for decades. Our secondary machine
also expedites the whole transfer process because the operator can transfer one tape while cleaning
up another.
The secondary machine handles tapes smoothly, rewinding 7-inch tape packs in 1.5 minutes, as
compared to a 7-minute rewind time of regular EIAJ VTRs. The machine employs a ‘capstanless’
transport mechanism, driven by sophisticated opto-coupler -controlled servo system. Without
capstan/pinch roller mechanism, vulnerable tape binder surfaces are minimally engaged, reducing the
possibility of tape damages during pre-conditioning.
With audio/control head installed, the secondary machine is handy for locating exact end points of the
recordings. As some tapes have just 30 to 45 minutes of recorded program, no time is wasted
processing those unrecorded tail ends of the tapes.
Immediately after the oven session, the lower edge and both sides of the tapes were run past antistatic micro-bristle brushes. Mild brushing removes loose binder particles and other debris embedded
onto tape surface, thus improving their running stability, and significantly reducing the dropout count
(horizontal streaks) from the tapes.
Capture and digital post-processing
Despite of the VTR modifications we have applied, video signals from these old tapes were still fairly
noisy and somewhat unstable. Therefore, a combination of digital video processors and correctors
were used to reduce noise, video jitter and dropouts. The setup used in this project is illustrated
below.

Figure 7. An EIAJ VTR, connected to 10-bit digital video capture device/audio embedder and various image correctors.

In total, the FNO’s EIAJ video recordings represent about 6 terabytes of data. The audio and video files
are stored separately and restored with various post-processing software, such as video noise and
dropout remover, audio declicker, a 50-Hz power-line hum filter and wide-band noise filter.

Figure 8. The A/V processing equipment used in this project.

Summary
In this project, we certainly learned a lot about preparing and transferring old and sticky EIAJ video
tapes. Only one of the 72 tapes could not be transferred at reasonable image quality, because it had
been threaded incorrectly onto the recording VTR (see Fig. 5).
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